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DE.04 Modern DiffEq Issues
Literacy Sheet

áL.1)

When you start a car trip, you go to where the car is parked, start the 
car, and drive off. Your trip is completely determined by your steering 
wheel, gas pedal and brake pedal actions during your trip.

Comment on this:
When you are given function f@t, yD and make a diffeq
      y¢@tD = f @t, y@tDD
with y@0D given, then the plot of the corresponding solution is 
determined in much the same way that a car trip is determined.

áL.2)

Here's an attempt to use Euler's faker (= Euler's method) to 
approximate 
       f@xD = 1�����2 x Sin@3 xD
using only information about f¢@xD and the value of f@0D. 
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What you see above is what you get when you go with 6 iterations.
Here's what you get when you go with 24 iterations:
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What is it about Euler's method (= Euler's faker) that makes it so that 
you can always expect to get better results when you increase the 
number of iterations?

áL.3)

You are looking at the diffeq
              y¢@tD = y@tD - t  with y@0D = 1.
When you go with Euler's method starting at 80, 1< and a
              jump size= 1, 
then the first three Euler points you get are 
             80, 1<, 81, a< and 82, b<.
Give the precise values of a and b.

 

áL.4)

You are given a function f@xD but not given the formula for f@xD. In 
place of the formula, you are given that 
             f@0D = 1 
and you are given a formula for f¢@xD.
You calculate f²@xD and find that f²@xD > 0 no matter what x is.
When you use Euler's faker to give a fake plot of f@xD for x> 0, you 
know in advance that the Euler fake plot must run under the true plot 
of f@xD. 
How do you know this in advance?

áL.5)

Look at the differential equation
      y¢@xD = y@xD H2+Cos@xD 2 - y@xDL with  y@0D = 1. 
How do you know before you do any plotting that as x advances from 
0, the plot of the solution y@xD initially must go up?

áL.6)

Look at the differential equation
      y¢@xD = y@xD H2+Sin@xD 2 - y@xDL with  y@0D = 3. 
How do you know before you do any plotting that as x advances from 
0, the plot of the solution y@xD initially must go down?

áL.7)

Look at the differential equation
      y¢@xD = y@xD H2+Sin@xD 2 - y@xDLwith  y@0D = 1. 
How do you know before you do any plotting that as x advances from 
0, the plot of the solution y@xD goes up near x's for which 
        2+Sin@xD 2 > y@xD
and the plot of the solution y@xD goes down near x's for which
        2+Sin@xD 2 < y@xD?
Why do you expect that the crests and dips of the plot of y@xD are 
located at places where the y@xD plot crosses the plot of 
        2+Sin@xD 2? 

    

áL.8)

The guts of the predator-prey model involve the simultaneous  
differential equations
       prey¢@tD = a prey@tD - b prey@tD pred@tD,
    pred¢@tD = -c pred@tD+ d pred@tD prey@tD
where a, b, c, and d are given positive constants.
Why do you expect the crests and dips of the plot of prey@tD to happen 
when pred@tD = a�����b ?
Why do you expect the crests and dips of the plot of pred@tD to happen 
when prey@tD = c�����d ?
When prey@tD < c�����d , do you expect the plot of pred@tD to go up or down?
When pred@tD > a�����b , do you expect the plot of preyt@tD to go up or 
down?

áL.9)

What happens when you go with the predator-prey model
    prey¢@tD = a prey@tD - b prey@tD pred@tD,
      pred¢@tD = -c pred@tD + d pred@tD prey@tD
and start with
   prey@0D = c�����d  and pred@0D = a�����b ?

áL.10)

The given diffeq is 
             y¢@tD = y@tD Ht - Sin@y@tDDL.
Write down the formula for the function f@t, yD that expresses this 
diffeq in the form
             y¢@tD = f @t, y@tDD.

áL.11)

Here's a new diffeq:

y ¢@t D == 0.4 t + H1 - y@t D�����������2 L H1 - y@t D�����������8 L
y@0D == starter

And its flow plot:
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The plotted vectors are of the form 
         81, f@t, yD< with tail at 8t, y<.
How are the plotted vectors related to solutions of the diffeq
         y¢@tD = f @t, y@tDD 
that pass through the point 8t, y<?

áL.12)

Here's a differential equation:
y ¢@t D == 1 - 0.5 E -0.4 t + y@t D
y@0D == starter

And its flow plot:
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Visible in this flow plot are two distinct families of solutions. Pencil 
in plots of a sample of each type. 

Discuss where you see extreme sensitivity to errors in the starter value 
on y@0D.
 
The flow plot seems to allow for one solution of the form 
      y@tD = constant.
Is there such a solution? 

 

áL.13)

The logistic harvesting model is based on the differential equation
     y¢@tD = a y@tD I1- y@tD����������b M - r
with 0< a and 0< b and start with 0< y@0D < b. 
Here is a plot of f@yD = a yH1- y�����b L - r for the indicated values of a, b, 
and r:
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Use this plot to discuss what happens to solutions of
       y¢@tD = 0.33 y@tD I1- y@tD����������600 M - 45
when: 
a) You go with y@0D < 200

b) You go with y@0D > 400.

c) You go with 250< y@0D < 400.

 

áL.14)

Most folks call the populations 
      prey= c�����d  and predators= a�����b  
for the predator-prey model
      prey¢@tD = a prey@tD - b prey@tD pred@tD
      pred¢@tD = -c pred@tD + d pred@tD prey@tD
 by the name "equilibrium populations."
Imagine that the prey are insects and that the predators are birds or 
fish. The government goes into action, spreading an insecticide such 
as DDT all over the place.  The insecticide kills both predator and 
prey in proportion to their current population, so the new model 
becomes
     prey¢@tD = a prey@tD - b prey@tD pred@tD - u prey@tD
     pred¢@tD = -c pred@tD + d pred@tD prey@tD- v pred@tD
where a, b, c, d, u, and v are all positive constants.
This is the same as
     prey¢@tD = Ha- uL prey@tD- b prey@tD pred@tD
   pred¢@tD = -Hc+ vL pred@tD + d pred@tD prey@tD
What are the new equilibrium populations?

How do these new equilibrium populations tell you that the net effect 
of the government action was to raise the equilbrium population of the 
prey (insects) but to lower the equilibrium population of the predators?

How does this tell you that the insecticide had exactly the opposite of 
the government's intended outcome?  
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